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Welcome to the course
I will give the course in ~25 min sections, 
followed by a mental break :)

Please put questions at the front

Intended to be useful to all - PhD/postdoc /staff, 
cosmology and non-cosmology

Hope to give you content to chew on, and 
reinvigorate you!



Thanks

My thanks to Bob Nichol, Will Percival, Kazuya 
Koyama, Tom Collett, Wojciech Hellwing for 
sharing expertise and slides.



Our Cosmological 
Picture

NASA



Our Cosmological 
Picture

NASA/WMAP

Basics such as redshift, distance



The visible Universe

NASA/WMAP

Hubble Ultra Deep 
Field

11 sq arcmin
~10,000 objects

1/10billionth of 
brightness
sensitive to human 
eye



The Distant Universe
Planck

Oldest observable light - from 380,000 years after Big 
Bang

Universe finitely old but ancient - 14 billion years



The Distant Universe
Planck

Statistics contain information about matter content;
new constituent - dark matter;
new constituent - dark energy



Dark Matter

Everywhere we look, there is “too much” gravity acting
New type of massive particle which interacts with 
gravity?



Dark Energy

Evidence from probes of geometry (SNe, clustering)
that expansion is speeding up - why?



D A R K  E N E R G Y

Possible explanations: 

• a vacuum energy; 

• additional particle field(s); 

• modification to theory of gravity 

All are exciting new physics! 



Probes: Supernovae 1a

Standardisable candles

Find a relation
between redshift
and brightness

Find relation is 
as expected for DELike 2.5 billion suns!



Galaxy Clustering
Sloan Digital 
Sky Survey

Galaxies trace out
a colossal cosmic
web

A biased tracer of
underlying DM



Clustering statistics

How can we 
describe these patterns?

Can think about
correlation function

Or equivalent in
Fourier space - power
spectrum

Higher order stats



N-Body Simulations

VIRGO consortium

LCDM

The statistics of the density 
field can be compared with 
galaxy clustering.

A, Babul



Standard ruler from ‘Baryon 
acoustic oscillations’

A, Babul

The pattern expands, so we can chart the expansion 
history of the Universe, which depends on dark 
energy.



Velocities

Patterns are distorted
by Doppler effect

Allow us to measure
rate of growth of
structure

Sensitive to DM, DE,
gravity



Constraints and predictions

Results often shown on plots 
like this.

What do they mean?

How are they
made?

How do we predict?



Probes: Strong lensing

Light is radically bent by gravity
Sensitive to density of lens, geometry of Universe,
and law of gravity



Portsmouth



Weak lensing

Galaxy shapes slightly bent by intervening matter
Sensitive to gravity, matter and geometry



Weak lensing

Can look at correlations between galaxies and 
distortions, or distortion-distortion



Tests of Gravity

Lensing
feels Ψ+Φ 

Mass generates
potential Ψ
(Poisson)

Non-relativistic 
objects respond
to Ψ



Other probes

A number of further probes to 
develop to learn about 
cosmology.



Future: Different 
wavelengths

Radio cosmology is
burgeoning

New techniques such
as intensity mapping
will make it 
competitive with 
optical



Future: New optical surveys

Major space surveys: 
e.g. Euclid, WFIRST

Major ground-based 
surveys: e.g. LSST, SKA

Combination will be 
incredibly powerful
for testing detailed
models of dark sector.



Summary

Cosmology has made incredible advances 
observationally.

It has led to a very surprising standard model.

Dark matter provides extra gravity on many 
scales.

Dark energy provides an accelerating expansion.

Different ‘probes’ work together to give evidence.

Future surveys open a golden opportunity!


